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Abstract Metal nanowires supporting propagating surface
plasmons (SPs) can be used as nanowaveguides and nanoan-
tennas for light manipulation beyond the diffraction limit. Here
the control of the propagation and radiation of SPs on silver
nanowires is investigated. By covering an Al2O3 layer onto a
silver nanowire to change the local dielectric environment, the
wave vector of the propagating SPs is increased. Thus, the
radiation direction of SPs into the substrate is changed accord-
ing to the phase matching condition, which is experimentally
shown by Fourier imaging method. The radiation angle is sen-
sitively dependent on the Al2O3 thickness. By depositing 1 nm
Al2O3, the increase of the radiation angle can be close to 1 de-
gree. These results show that dielectric-layer-coating provides
a simple and effective method to control the propagation and
radiation of SPs, which will be of great importance for design-
ing plasmonic circuits, antennas and sensors based on silver
nanowires.
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1. Introduction

Surface plasmons (SPs) are the quanta of collective oscilla-
tions of free electrons at metal-dielectric interfaces, which
make metal nanostructures show many special optical prop-
erties [1, 2]. The excitation of SPs in metal nanostructures
can enable the manipulation of light intensity [3–5], polar-
ization [6,7] and propagation [8,9] at the nanoscale. There-
fore, SPs provide the possibility to miniaturize optical de-
vices to the scale compatible with modern nanoelectronic
devices [10] and to build highly integrated nanophotonic
circuits [11, 12]. Plasmonic waveguides are the most ba-
sic elements for constructing such nanophotonic circuitry.
Among the various structures for plasmonic waveguides,
chemically synthesized crystalline silver nanowires show
low scattering loss for the waveguiding and are widely
used in the study of nanowire SP properties [13–21], the
interaction between propagating SPs and quantum emitters
[22–27], and the coupling between plasmonic and photonic
waveguides [28–30]. These wires can support different SP
modes with special near-field distributions which have been
revealed by fluorescence-based near-field imaging tech-
nique [31, 32]. They can be assembled to form branched
structures to realize the functions of router and logic gates
[32–34].
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Putting silver nanowires on a substrate can induce the
leakage radiation of SPs to the substrate [35–37]. These
substrate-supported Ag nanowires can serve as unidirec-
tional broadband antennas [38]. Precisely controlling the
radiation of the nanowire antenna is important for the ap-
plications that will benefit from redirecting light toward
well-defined directions, such as solar cells and photode-
tectors [39, 40]. The tunability of the propagating SPs is
also crucial for achieving more advanced functions that
are essential for on-chip nanophotonic devices. Therefore,
developing a simple and reliable method to tune the propa-
gation and radiation of nanowire SPs is of extreme impor-
tance. Recently, it is reported that the propagating SPs on
silver nanowires are strongly dependent on the surround-
ing environment, which has been used to tune the near
field distribution of SPs for controlling the light routing in
nanophotonic circuits [41]. The dependence of SPs on the
dielectric environment provides a versatile means to tune
the SP propagation and radiation.

In this paper, a simple method is used to modulate the
propagation and radiation of SPs on silver nanowires. Using
leakage radiation imaging and Fourier imaging methods,
we studied the radiation of SPs on silver nanowire into the
substrate. The radiation angle is related to the wave vector
of the SPs on the nanowire, decided by phase matching
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Figure 1 (a) Schematic illustration of the Fourier imaging method. (b) SEM image of a silver nanowire. The scale bar is 5 μm.
(c) Optical propagation image viewed from the glass side. The red arrow shows the polarization of the excitation light of 633 nm
wavelength. (d, e) Intensity distribution versus θ along two directions ϕ = 0 (green curves) and ϕ = –15◦ (red curves) on the Fourier
images as marked by green and red dashed lines in the insets. The Fourier images are obtained from areas marked by green (d) and
white (e) dashed rectangles in (c), corresponding to the radiation from nanowire trunk and terminal, respectively. The green circles on
the Fourier images represent the maximum angle θ of radiation that can be collected by the optical system.

condition. By depositing an Al2O3 layer to locally change
the surrounding environment of the supported silver
nanowire, we can tune the wave vector of SPs on the
nanowire and the radiation direction. It is found that the
radiation angle is sensitively dependent on the thickness of
the Al2O3 layer. With the increase of Al2O3 thickness, the
increase of the radiation angle becomes faster. The sensi-
tivity of radiation angle to the Al2O3 thickness change is
higher for thin nanowires than for thick nanowires, espe-
cially when the Al2O3 is thick. This dielectric-layer-coating
method provides an effective way to control the propaga-
tion and radiation of SPs on metal nanowires, which will
not only benefit the design of future SP-based devices and
circuits, but also provide more possibilities for using plas-
monic nanoantennas to redirect light. The highly sensitive
response of the radiation angle to the change of the dielec-
tric coating layer can be used for sensing.

2. Leakage radiation from SPs on silver
nanowire

The leakage radiation from SPs on silver nanowire is col-
lected and imaged in our experimental setup based on an

upright microscope, as schematically shown in Fig. 1a. The
SPs on the glass-supported nanowire can radiate into sub-
strate along with the propagation when the wave vector of
the SPs is smaller than the wave vector of light in the sub-
strate. The radiation direction of leakage wave follows the
phase matching condition,

Re (ksp//) = k photoncos(α) (1)

where Re(ksp//) is the wave vector of SPs on the nanowire,
kphoton is the wave vector of photons in the glass substrate,
and α is the angle between the leakage radiation direction
and the nanowire. The SP radiation into the substrate is
collected by an oil immersion objective with a numerical
aperture (NA) equals to 1.35. The optical image of the
radiation can be directly obtained and the angular intensity
distribution I(θ , ϕ) of the radiation is monitored on the
Fourier plane [42], where θ and ϕ are the angle coordinates
denoting the direction of the radiation, as marked in Fig. 1a.
The ϕ = 0 represents the direction parallel to the measured
silver nanowire. The maximum value of θ is restricted by the
NA of the objective, i.e. nglass sin(θ ) ≤ NA. By extracting
the radiation angle θ of leakage radiation from the Fourier
image, Re(ksp//) can be obtained from equation (1) since
α = π /2-θ for ϕ = 0.
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Figure 2 The optical propagation im-
ages (top) and corresponding Fourier
images (bottom) at certain emis-
sion polarizations (green arrows). The
signal on the Fourier images comes
from the area marked by green rect-
angle. The red arrows show the polar-
ization of the excitation light. The green
circles on the Fourier images represent
the maximum angle θ of radiation that
can be collected by the system. The
green dashed lines are along ϕ = 0.

In experiments, the chemically synthesized silver
nanowires are deposited on a glass substrate. Laser light
of 633 nm wavelength is focused through an oil immersion
objective (magnification 100×, NA = 1.35) onto one end
of the nanowire from the glass side to excite the propa-
gating SPs. The signal is collected by the same objective
for leakage radiation imaging and Fourier imaging [36].
Figure 1b shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of a silver nanowire with diameter around 300 nm.
Its leakage radiation image in Fig. 1c shows the propagating
SPs on the nanowire. The propagating SPs radiate into the
substrate, which makes the whole nanowire bright. Certain
areas of the silver nanowire are selected by an aperture for
Fourier imaging. The obtained Fourier images of the leak-
age radiation from the propagating SPs on nanowire (green
dashed rectangle in Fig. 1c) and of the emitted light from
the nanowire terminal (white dashed rectangle in Fig. 1c)
are shown in the insets of Fig. 1d and 1e, respectively. The
radial intensity distributions along ϕ = 0 and ϕ = –15◦
(green and red dashed lines in Fourier images) are shown in
Fig. 1d and 1e. For the radiation from the nanowire trunk,
the intensity distribution on Fourier image is in a straight
line with a minimum intensity at ϕ = 0, which indicates SPs
on the nanowire radiate more energy to the two sides. The
straight line shape of the Fourier image indicates that the
SP wave vector along ϕ = 0 direction strictly satisfies the
phase matching condition described by equation (1) (α =
π /2-θ for ϕ = 0). The radiation angle θ along ϕ = 0 is about
44◦. For the emission from the nanowire end, the Fourier
image is quite different. The intensity distribution is in an
arc shape with larger intensity at ϕ = 0. The radiation angle
θ along ϕ = 0 is about 41◦. The different emission pattern
and angle for the nanowire end may be caused by the SP
out-coupling by the scattering at the nanowire end.

The polarization of the leakage radiation on the silver
nanowire is further investigated by adding a polarizer into
the optical imaging path. For the polarizing axis perpendic-
ular to the silver nanowire, the leakage light is distributed
on the two sides of the nanowire (top panel in Fig. 2a).
The pattern of the Fourier image (bottom panel in Fig. 2a)
splits to two parts with almost no intensity along ϕ = 0.
This means the radiation along ϕ = 0 is polarized parallel

to the silver nanowire. For the polarizing axis parallel to the
silver nanowire (Fig. 2c), the intensity mainly concentrates
around ϕ = 0 with weak intensity observed at the two sides
of the nanowire. This means the leakage radiation on the
two sides of the nanowire is polarized with large component
perpendicular to the silver nanowire. For the polarizing axis
along the direction shown by the green arrows in Figs. 2b
and 2d, extinction occurs on the left side and right side of
the nanowire, respectively. These results indicate that the
polarizations of the radiated light from the two sides of
the nanowire are almost perpendicular to the directions of
green arrows in Figs. 2b and 2d for the left and right side
radiation, respectively. The intensity distributions in these
four Fourier images clearly show the direction-dependent
polarization of the leakage radiation. The radiation to the
direction close to ϕ = 0 has larger electric field component
along ϕ = 0 direction.

The direction-dependent polarization of the radiation
can be understood by considering the polarization of the
SPs on the nanowire. The leaky SP mode on the silver
nanowire has both electric field component (E⊥) perpendic-
ular to the nanowire surface and component (E//) parallel
to the nanowire axis. On the two sides of the nanowire, the
perpendicular component E⊥ of SPs is in opposite direc-
tion and contributes dominantly to the radiated light. In the
direction of ϕ = 0, the parallel component E// of the SPs
contributes to the observed radiation.

3. The control of the leakage radiation from
supported silver nanowires

According to the phase matching condition between the SPs
and photons, the direction of the radiation can be controlled
by tuning the wave vector of SPs Re(ksp//) on the nanowire.
In experiments, changing the wave vector of SPs is achieved
by coating an Al2O3 layer onto the silver nanowire. The
Al2O3 layer is deposited onto the sample surface using
atomic layer deposition (ALD) method so that its thickness
can be controlled very precisely. The change of the SP
wave vector will result in the change of radiation angle in
the Fourier image.
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Figure 3 The control of radiation to substrate.
(a) SEM image of a silver nanowire. The scale bar
is 5 μm. (b) Optical propagation image. (c) Fourier
images for different thicknesses of Al2O3 layer.
(d) Intensity distribution versus θ along ϕ = 0 (white
dashed line in (c)) corresponding to (c).

Figures 3a and 3b show the SEM image and optical
propagation image for a silver nanowire with diameter
about 280 nm. The area marked by green dashed rectangle
is selected by an aperture for the Fourier images in Fig. 3c
with the radial distribution for ϕ = 0 shown in Fig. 3d. For
the bare nanowire without coating, the radiation angle θ is
about 44◦ at ϕ = 0 as shown in Fig. 3c (left panel) and
3d (green curve). By depositing 15 nm thick Al2O3 layer,
the radiation pattern moves close to the boundary restricted
by the objective’s NA (green circle in Fig. 3c) and the ra-
diation angle θ at ϕ = 0 increases to 50◦ (middle panel
in Fig. 3c and blue curve in Fig. 3d). Then a 10 nm thick
Al2O3 layer is further deposited on the sample, and the total
Al2O3 thickness increases to 25 nm. The radiation angle θ

at ϕ = 0 further increases to 56◦ (right panel in Fig. 3c and

red curve in Fig. 3d). As can be seen, the SP radiation angle
can be largely changed by depositing Al2O3 layers onto the
nanowire surface.

To provide quantitative description for the dependence
of radiation angle on the Al2O3 layer thickness, two groups
of silver nanowires with diameters in the range of 410–
640 nm (thick nanowires) and 200–240 nm (thin nanowires)
are further investigated. The leakage radiation angles θ at
ϕ = 0 versus the thicknesses of Al2O3 layer up to 30 nm
are plotted in Fig. 4a. Here another objective with NA =
1.40 is used for measuring the samples with 30 nm thick
Al2O3 layer to better collect the leakage radiation with
large angles. In Fig. 4, the green dots are for thin nanowires
and the red dots are for thick nanowires. The dots with
the same shape and color come from the same nanowire

Figure 4 (a) The angles of leakage radiation from supported silver nanowires with different diameters and thicknesses of Al2O3

layer. (b) The corresponding Re(ksp//) of nanowires with different diameters and thicknesses of Al2O3 layer. In both (a) and (b), the
red dots are measured from thick nanowires with diameters in the range 410–640 nm, while the green dots are from thin nanowires
with diameters in the range 200–240 nm. In (b) the green and red curves are the simulation results for nanowires of diameter 220 nm
and 550 nm, respectively. The inset shows the electric field intensity distribution of the SP mode leaky to the substrate. The refractive
indices used in the simulation are 0.05625+4.276i for Ag, 1.62 for Al2O3, and 1.5 for glass substrate.
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covered by Al2O3 layer of different thicknesses. By in-
creasing the Al2O3 thickness from 0 to 30 nm, the leakage
radiation angles along ϕ = 0 increase gradually for both
groups. For thick silver nanowires, the leakage radiation
angles are relatively smaller compared to thin nanowires.
The dependence of the radiation angle on the Al2O3 thick-
ness is quite sensitive. It can be seen from Fig. 4a that the
sensitivity is increased with the increase of the Al2O3 thick-
ness for the range studied here. By depositing 1 nm thick
Al2O3, the radiation angle is averagely increased 0.9◦ for
a nanowire of diameter 220 nm when the Al2O3 thickness
is changed from 20 nm to 30 nm. The sensitive response
of the radiation angle to the local dielectric environment
change can be used to design new type on-chip sensors.

The change of leakage radiation angle reflects the al-
teration of the wave vector of propagating SPs on silver
nanowire according to equation (1). The corresponding
Re(ksp//) is calculated and plotted in Fig. 4b. For a single
group of silver nanowires (thick or thin), Re(ksp//) increases
with the increase of the thickness of Al2O3 layer. This re-
sult demonstrates the efficient control of propagating SPs on
supported silver nanowire waveguides by slightly changing
the dielectric environment. Comparing these two groups of
silver nanowires shows that, Re(ksp//) of thin Ag nanowires
is bigger for the same thickness Al2O3 layer [41]. By chang-
ing the same thickness for the covered Al2O3 layer, the
change of SP wave vector of thin nanowire is bigger than
that of thick nanowire as the electric field is more tightly
confined around thin nanowire.

We also calculate the wave vector of the SPs in our
structure using finite element method simulation. The elec-
tric field distribution of the nanowire SP mode that con-
tributes to the leakage radiation is shown in the inset of
Fig. 4b. As can be seen, this mode has a large part of the
field distributed on the top of the nanowire and in the air,
and it has an effective refractive index lower than the sub-
strate, which means the mode is leaky. The dependence of
the wave vector of the mode on the thickness of Al2O3 layer
is shown by the curves in Fig. 4b, which accords with the
experimental result. This also confirms the control of SP
propagation and radiation by adding Al2O3 layer.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrate the precise and efficient con-
trol to the radiation direction of propagating SPs on silver
nanowire by using Fourier imaging method. This control is
achieved by coating silver nanowires with an Al2O3 layer
deposited by using atomic layer deposition technique. As
the dielectric environment of the silver nanowire waveg-
uide is changed by the Al2O3 layer, the SP wave vector is
changed, which results in the change of angle of radiation
to substrate according to the phase matching condition.
The radiation angle is found to be sensitively dependent
on the thickness of Al2O3 layer, which indicates the sen-
sitive dependence of SP wave vector on the Al2O3 thick-
ness. Comparing nanowires of different diameters shows
that thin nanowires have larger radiation angle and more

sensitive dependence on the Al2O3 thickness. As the ad-
vanced film deposition techniques can precisely control the
thickness of dielectric layers, the layer-coating method re-
ported here provides the reliable and simple control to the
propagation and radiation of SPs. This high controllability
of propagating SPs on metal waveguides is of great value
for the development of plasmonic circuits, and may shed
new light on the developments of plasmonic nanoantennas
and sensors.
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